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Whisk & Cleaver In-Game Barks
Character Line Description
Whisk Amazing work chef, that was your best yet! After a stop that went perfectly
Whisk That's some nice cooking chef! After a stop that went well, but not perfectly
Whisk Nicely done chef! After a stop that went well, but not perfectly
Whisk I love watching you work, chef! After a stop that went perfectly
Whisk It's a Chilly Bowl food truck! Their mascot is soooo CUTE! Specific instance when spotting a food truck
Whisk Last stop approaching, let's make it delicious! Final Stop
Whisk Really great work chef, I'm proud of you! Finished route (not perfect)
Whisk We are nearing the next stop! Getting close to the next stop
Whisk We're almost there! Getting close to the next stop
Whisk Incoming food truck! Specific instance
Whisk A great day for cooking, chef! Opening dialogue for a level

Cleaver Solid. After a stop that went perfectly
Cleaver People are really picky these days. After a stop that went poorly
Cleaver I expect better next time. After a stop that went poorly
Cleaver Today's forecast is 74 degrees fahrenheit with a 60% chance of artillery strikes. Opening dialogue for a level
Cleaver Well, at least we're still moving. After a foodtruck attack
Cleaver A perfect run? Impressive! Finished route (perfect)
Cleaver Hungry customers just ahead, I hope you're ready, chef. Getting close to the next stop
Cleaver Aaah! (random grunt noise when hit) Specific instance
Cleaver Massive damage taken! Returning fire! Specific instance after being shot at from a food truck
Cleaver Food truck incoming! Hang on! Specific instance

Cleaver Keep up the good work! After a stop that went perfectly
Cleaver I've seen you do worse. After a stop that went poorly
Cleaver That wasn't too bad! After a stop that went well, but not perfectly
Cleaver That was good. Now do it again. After a stop that went well, but not perfectly
Cleaver Alright chef, show me what you got. Opening dialogue for a level
Cleaver Alright, let's get moving. Opening dialogue for a level
Cleaver Fully charged and ready to go. Opening dialogue for a level
Cleaver Final stop, chef. Show me what you've got! Final Stop
Cleaver Last stop of the day, let's make it count! Final Stop
Cleaver Got one more in you? Final Stop

Whisk You are the best chef ever! Congratulations! After a stop that went perfectly
Whisk That was the most delicious food I've seen, wow! After a stop that went perfectly
Whisk Your proficiency within the kitchen is unmatched! Let's do that again! After a stop that went perfectly
Whisk Cheer up chef, we'll do it better next time! After a stop that went poorly
Whisk That's alright! You're just warming up! After a stop that went well, but not perfectly
Whisk Aww chef, its gonna be ok! I promise! After a stop that went poorly
Whisk Well I thought you did a great job, chef! After a stop that went poorly
Whisk That went well! I bet you'll do even better next time! After a stop that went well, but not perfectly
Whisk Hello chef! Good luck today! Opening dialogue for a level
Whisk Good to see you chef! Opening dialogue for a level

Whisk You do the cookin', I'll do the drivin'! Opening dialogue for a level
Whisk Final stop already? Let's get cookin'! Final Stop
Whisk We can do this, just one more stop! Final Stop
Whisk This is the home stretch! You can do it! Final Stop
Whisk Last stop chef. Do us proud! Final Stop
Whisk Don't be discouraged! I know you'll do better next time! Finished route (bad)
Whisk We will always strive to do better. I know you can do it! Finished route (bad)
Whisk Don't worry, there are always hungry people out there. Finished route (bad)
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Whisk Failure is just a chance to learn and improve! Finished route (bad)
Whisk Great job today chef! Finished route (not perfect)

Whisk Wow, a perfect run! That's incredible! Finished route (perfect)
Whisk I knew you could do it! That was amazing! After a stop that went perfectly
Whisk That was unbelievable! I'm so proud of you! After a stop that went perfectly
Whisk I think that's a perfect run! Whoa! Finished route (perfect)
Whisk Excellent job! I never doubted you for a second! Finished route (perfect)
Whisk Cook, Serve, Delicious! After a stop that went well, but not perfectly
Whisk Are you ready? I've always believed in you, chef! Getting close to the next stop
Whisk They're blocking our exit! We need to change stops, new food orders coming in! Being attacked by a food truck
Whisk We'll show em' next time! Specific instance
Whisk We got this Chef! When Whisk/Cleaver help with serving foods
Whisk No problem Chef! When Whisk/Cleaver help with serving foods
Whisk Order up! When Whisk/Cleaver help with serving foods
Whisk Cookin' and Servin'! When Whisk/Cleaver help with serving foods

Cleaver Good job today. Keep it up tomorrow. Finished route (not perfect)
Cleaver Ready? We're nearly there. Getting close to the next stop
Cleaver That probably hurt! Specific instance
Cleaver We lost a holding station! During a foodtruck battle
Cleaver Cook, Serve...Okay. Finished route (not perfect)
Cleaver Ready for the next stop? Getting close to the next stop
Cleaver Next stop approaching. Getting close to the next stop
Cleaver Not bad. Not bad. Finished route (not perfect)
Cleaver Pretty good! Not terrible. Finished route (not perfect)
Cleaver What did they expect? Yeesh. After a stop that went poorly
Cleaver Let's have some fun today. Opening dialogue for a level
Cleaver Wow, that's pretty darn impressive! Finished route (perfect)
Cleaver On it Chef! When Whisk/Cleaver help with serving foods
Cleaver Will do Chef! When Whisk/Cleaver help with serving foods
Cleaver Takin' care of it Chef! When Whisk/Cleaver help with serving foods

Cleaver Step on it Whisk! Foodtruck attacks
Cleaver Our antenna is damaged! We can't see any orders for the next few stops! Foodtruck attacks
Cleaver Our holding stations are damaged! Foodtruck attacks
Cleaver We're being hacked! Things are gonna look a little weird, Chef. Foodtruck attacks
Cleaver They're gonna pay for that. Foodtruck attacks
Cleaver Oh now they're gonna get it. Foodtruck attacks
Cleaver I don't got time for this. Foodtruck attacks

Whk/Clv
Nice try Chef! We can always do better next time. / You kind of need to do better next 
time. Play at 3 average

Whk/Clv We'll get there Chef! That was a good attempt! / But we know you can do better. Play at 8 average

Whk/Clv
I'm proud of you for trying! Let's see if we can do better next time. / A for effort 
doesn't get you a degree. Play at 21 average

Clv/Whk
Well Chef, you certainly did a cook and a serve. / It was kind of delicious! / Keep in 
mind that Whisk does not have tastebuds. / I'd like to one day though. Play at 16 average

Clv/Whk

Well Chef I think we have room for improvement, but you did your best and that 
counts for something. / That counts for everything! Good job Chef, we'll get em' next 
time. Play at 13 average

Clv/Whk
Well Chef, good job. Couple of notes. / My first note: I'm proud of you. / That's a 
terrible note Whisk. / It was a heartfelt note Cleaver. / That's why its terrible. MOVE TO 24 perfect

Clv/Whk
Well Chef, A for effort! / And an A in my heart. You're the best student in our class, 
Chef! Play at 10 average
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Clv/Whk

Hey Chef, that's alright! Maybe you could just try a little bit harder next time. / There's 
always room for improvement Chef, but we could never be more proud of you. / Yeah 
but, we could be more proud... of you. We definitely could be more proud of you. / I 
couldn't. / Well. Play at 19 average

Clv/Whk
Alright Chef, well uh we'll call that a test run and pick it up next time, huh? / You know 
what that wasn't a test run of though? My love. Play at 25 average

Whk/Clv
So proud of you buddy! Good job Chef! / Whisk I told you about coddling Chef! It's 
not helping him. / You use the stick, I use the carrot. / What am I doing with the stick? MOVE TO 42 perfect

Whk/Clv
Chef there's always room for improvement but we're proud of you! / And sometimes 
there's room for lots of improvement, like now. Play at 29 average

Whk/Clv
Chef I know you're trying your best but let's try a little harder next time! / Yeah, or a 
lot harder! We could try a lot harder. Play at 32 average

Whk/Clv
You did good Chef, but let's do great! / Yeah, great! Or awesome! Or perfect! Or 
stupendous! These are all seemingly, you know, words for better. Play at 35 average (then reset at 36)

Whk/Clv
I'm not gonna lie to you Chef, that wasn't your best work. But I know you can do 
better next time! / We're not angry, we're just...disappointed. Play at 5 bad

Whk/Clv
I know you're trying Chef, but, we're gonna have to try a lot harder, ok? / And when 
Whisk says a lot, what Whisk really means is a LOT. Play at 10 bad

Whk/Clv
Well, it was a good try Chef! I know you can do better next time. / I mean I don't know 
if you can do better next time, but I'm cautiously optimistic. Play at 14 bad

Cleaver Well, at least the trash will have something to eat tonight. Play at 18 bad
Cleaver Well Chef, at least...uh, I have nothing. Play at 20 bad
Clv/Whk Well, at least no one died from the food poisoning. / That we know of! Play at 25 bad

Clv/Whk
Well, it's not like we expected much from a weak fleshvessel like you! / Cleaver! Chef 
is a human! / Yeah, that's my point. Fallible. Play at 30 bad (then reset at 32)

Clv/Whk Oh wow! I didn't know you had it in you, Chef. / I did! And I've never been prouder. Play at 14 perfect
Clv/Whk Oh man Chef, you really pulled that one out! / Congratulations! That was perfect! CUT (move to standard perfect)

Clv/Whk
Oh wow Chef! I'm speechless! / I'm not, I could talk forever about how great of a job 
you did Chef! / Please don't! Play at 2 perfect

Whk/Clv
That was your best yet, Chef! Congratulations! / Infinitely better than some of those 
other ones. Good job Chef. Play at 5 perfect

Whk/Clv
Chef, we have never been prouder of you. / I mean, but there's still room for 
improvement. Play at 38 perfect (and reset at 45)

Whk/Clv

That. Was. Perfect! I couldn't have done it better myself. / Well, uh, that's not saying 
a lot because Whisk cannot cook at all. ~ But yeah you did really well. ~ Sorry. I'm 
sorry. You can't though. / This is just hurtful. / I mean CAN YOU?? / I haven't tried. / 
Well. There you have it. Play at 8 perfect

Whk/Clv
That. Was. Perfect! Chef, I couldn't of even imagined it going better. / And she has a 
very active imagination, so that's saying something. / It's true. I do. Play at 27 perfect

Whk/Clv
Chef, I have never been prouder. That was your best yet! / Yeah I mean, even I'm 
impressed! And that's saying something. Play at 11 perfect

Whk/Clv

I would give you a thousand gold stars if I could Chef! Can you get gold stars? I don't 
know but I'd give them to you anyways! / There are no gold stars but you can have a 
hearty pat on the back from your old friend Cleaver. / You've got a gold star in my 
heart, Chef! Play at 17 perfect

Clv/Whk
Hey Chef, you really did great! I'm impressed! / I've never heard her say that before. 
You must have done a great job Chef! / I will never say it again. Play at 30 perfect

Clv/Whk
Hey Chef, wow! You've come a long way! / And we couldn't be prouder of you! 
Wonderful work Chef! Play at 20 perfect

Clv/Whk

Oh wow Chef! If you've been that good this whole time it seems like you could have 
pulled it out earlier. / OK well that was a backhanded way of saying we are SO proud 
of you, Chef! / I'm just saying. / Anytime you wanna be great! / Could have started 
sooner. / But now's good too! / Now's fine. Play at 34 perfect

Cleaver Am I supposed to be worried? Mocking rival for firing bullets that don't penetrate the truck
Cleaver It’s not very effective! Mocking rival for firing bullets that don't penetrate the truck
Cleaver You come at the chef, you best not miss. Mocking rival for firing bullets that don't penetrate the truck
Cleaver Yeah, real nice shootin' Tex Mocking rival for firing bullets that don't penetrate the truck
Cleaver Hey Whisk, did you feel something? Yeah me neither. Mocking rival for trying to ram the truck
Cleaver Oh, ramming us? How original! Mocking rival for trying to ram the truck
Cleaver It must be real hard to see with egg on your face. Mocking rival for trying to ram the truck
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Cleaver Trying to hack us?! YOU’RE THE HACK! Mocking rival for trying to hack the truck
Cleaver You should have stayed in Boise! Mocking rival for trying to hack the truck
Cleaver You're just as good at hacking as you are at cooking. Mocking rival for trying to hack the truck
Cleaver (evil/drunk with power laughter) Generic mocking rival
Cleaver Is that really the best you’ve got? Generic mocking rival
Cleaver You're all frosting, no cake. Generic mocking rival
Cleaver Gee, you’re a few scoops short of a sundae. Generic mocking rival
Cleaver Well aren’t you a few nuggets short of a ten-pack. Generic mocking rival
Cleaver You’re like a salad without any dressing! Useless. Generic mocking rival

Cleaver
Our temperature regulator was destroyed! Foods won't last long in our holding 
stations... New hack attack

Cleaver Our upgrade systems are damaged! Cooking is gonna get a lot harder now! New hack attack

Chuck & Gretta Iron Cook Speedway Barks
Character Line Description
N/A Three, two, one, burn some rubber! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Ready, steady, stready, cook! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Wait, wait, waiiiit, GO! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A On your marks, ready, set, COOK! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Red light. Red light. Red light. GREEN LIGHT! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Stay, don't move, hold on, NOW! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Cook, Serve, Delicious, 3! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Three, two, one, burn some rubber! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Ready, steady, stready, cook! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Wait, wait, waiiiit, GO! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A On your marks, ready, set, COOK! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Red light. Red light. Red light. GREEN LIGHT! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Stay, don't move, hold on, NOW! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)
N/A Cook, Serve, Delicious, 3! Countdown to Stoplight (multiple files)

Gretta And the Cook, Serve, Delicious truck is off after completing a perfect stop! Perfect Stop

Gretta
The Cook, Serve, Delicious team have got to be proud of their driver, Whisk. She’s 
firing on all cylinders. Perfect Stop

Gretta An incredible lap from Cook, Serve, Delicious! Perfect Stop
Gretta [Cheer] Perfect Stop
Gretta This really IS the best cooking I've seen! Perfect Stop
Gretta Cook, Serve, Delicious is really living up to its name. Perfect Stop
Chuck That was an oddly perfect stop for the Cook, Serve, Delicious team. Perfect Stop
Chuck A pitch perfect stop by Cook, Serve, Delicious! Perfect Stop
Chuck Cook, Serve, Delicious giving it everything they’ve got! Perfect Stop
Chuck Cook, Serve, Delicious is absolutely killing it. Perfect Stop

Chuck
Wow! Look at Cook, Serve, Delicious go. I don’t know about you Gretta but I know 
where I’m eating tonight! Perfect Stop

Chuck Another perfect run! Perfect Stop
Chuck [Cheer] Perfect Stop
Chuck It is truly terrifying how good Cleaver is at attacking those food-trucks. Just horrifying. Perfect Stop
Grta/Chk “Cook, Serve, Delicious is really give’n ‘er, eh?” “Uh, yeah.” Perfect Stop

Gretta Well, that was a solid attempt. Average Stop
Gretta Woo nelly! Average Stop
Gretta They’re pushing that truck to its absolute limits. Average Stop
Gretta They’re going to have to do more than that to come out on top. Average Stop
Gretta This race honestly couldn’t be tighter. Average Stop
Chuck Quite frankly, that’s about what I expected from Cook, Serve, Delicious. Average Stop
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Chuck And Cook, Serve, Delicious makes an appearance at the stop. Average Stop
Chuck I love the smell of grease traps in the morning. Average Stop
Chuck Wowee! This really is the most fun you can have on four wheels. Average Stop

Chuck
Another solid performance by Cook, Serve, Delicious. They really are the best thing 
to come out of Boise since, uh. Average Stop

Gretta You just hate to see that kind of performance. Bad Stop
Gretta Looks like Chef needs a moment to rest. Bad Stop
Gretta Cook Serve Delicious just totally biffed it. Bad Stop
Gretta Cook Serve Delicious has really got their gotchies in a bunch. Bad Stop
Gretta That really didn’t cut the mustard. Bad Stop
Chuck Cook, Serve, Delicious really isn’t bringing their A, B, or C game to that stop. Bad Stop
Chuck Gretta, I’ve gotta ask: Is the Cook Serve Delicious chef homeless? Bad Stop
Chuck It’s cooked, it’s served, but it sure as heck aint delicious. Bad Stop
Chuck It’s cooked, it’s served, but it does not taste good. Bad Stop
Chuck I gotta say, Gretta, bad food is really not my cup of tea. Bad Stop
Chuck Cook, Serve, Okay Bad Stop

Chuck Incredible teamwork from the Cook, Serve, Delicious truck! Gold Medal End of Day
Chuck Remind me to bet on Cook, Serve, Delicious next year! Wow! Gold Medal End of Day
Chuck Wow! I honestly didn’t think Cook, Serve, Delicious still had it in them! Gold Medal End of Day
Chuck Cook, Serve, Delicious putting their competitors to shame. Gold Medal End of Day
Chuck From a pile of rubble to a perfect race, Cook, Serve, Delicious are bringing the heat. Gold Medal End of Day
Chuck Cook, Serve, Victorious! Gold Medal End of Day

Chuck
In case anyone’s wondering, you cannot place a bet on a race that’s already finished. 
I should know, I just tried. Gold Medal End of Day

Chuck What a race by Cook, Serve, Delicious! (Off mic) Gah, get it together Max Wieners. Gold Medal End of Day
Chuck What a race by Cook, Serve, Delicious! (Off mic) Gah, gambling is so hard. Gold Medal End of Day
Gretta I don’t think you can do any better, at least not in the US of A, eh? Gold Medal End of Day

Gretta
Wow! After a race like that I think Cook, Serve, Delicious might be allowed into Super 
Canada! Gold Medal End of Day

Gretta I can practically smell that delicious food up here in the booth! Gold Medal End of Day

Gretta
In Canada we’d call that ‘very good’. (Off microphone) Do you use that expression 
here? ‘Very good?’ Gold Medal End of Day

Gretta You’ve gotta imagine Cook Serve Delicious must be feeling pretty proud right now. Gold Medal End of Day
Gretta A perfect race from the little food truck that could. Gold Medal End of Day
Gretta A heroic effort from Chef, Whisk, and Cleaver! Gold Medal End of Day

Chuck It looks like Cook, Serve, Delicious is really trying their hardest. Silver Medal End of Day
Chuck Cook, Serve, Delicious should feel really proud about that strong finish. Silver Medal End of Day
Chuck Not perfect, but not bad either! Silver Medal End of Day
Chuck For a restaurant that shut down twice, I'd say that's about what you'd expect. Silver Medal End of Day
Gretta A strong finish from Cook, Serve, Delicious. Silver Medal End of Day
Gretta What a ‘very good’ finish for Cook, Serve, Delicious! Not perfect, but ‘very good!’ Silver Medal End of Day
Gretta It appears that Cook, Serve, Delicious isn’t going down without a fight! Silver Medal End of Day
Gretta Cook, Serve, Delicious continues to bring home the bacon. Silver Medal End of Day
Gretta A few stumbles but nothing to sweat over. Silver Medal End of Day

Chk/Grta
“Chilly Bowl has just informed me that if they win, their prize money will go towards 
buying a second island in the Pacific.” “Truly inspiring stuff, Chuck.” SIlver Medal End of Day

Chuck Well if that’s the best Cook, Serve, Delicious can do then it’s good enough for me! Bronze Medal End of Day
Chuck A fumble from Cook, Serve, Delicious, but hopefully not a turnover. Bronze Medal End of Day
Chuck Not the most graceful finish for Cook, Serve, Delicious but a finish nonetheless. Bronze Medal End of Day
Chuck Nice to see Cook, Serve, Delicious placing on the board. Bronze Medal End of Day

Chuck
Not the best from Cook, Serve, Delicious but I’ve certainly seen much, much worse 
Gretta. Bronze Medal End of Day

Chuck Did anyone really expect more from Cook, Serve, Delicious? Bronze Medal End of Day
Chuck Bronze is a medal. Bronze Medal End of Day
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Gretta Not a great race for Cook, Serve, Delicious, but perhaps they can still pull through. Bronze Medal End of Day
Gretta Well I suppose that could have gone worse. Bronze Medal End of Day
Gretta Nice to see Cook, Serve, Delicious trying their hardest. Bronze Medal End of Day
Gretta Gotta say I was hoping for better, but at least it was entertaining. Bronze Medal End of Day
Gretta Well, what can you say, really. Bronze Medal End of Day

Chuck
Max Wieners takes the gold! A great day for Max Wieners, and an even better day 
for me, for placing that bet! No Medal End of Day

Chuck Get that spatula away from Chef before they hurt someone. No Medal End of Day
Chuck To come so far and do so poorly is just, oof. No Medal End of Day
Chuck Just goes to show that nobody can really compete with Max Wieners. No Medal End of Day
Chuck Remind me again why Cook, Serve, Delicious is here today? No Medal End of Day
Chuck Just goes to show that if you find a chef in a pile of rubble, best just leave them there. No Medal End of Day

Chuck
I gotta say, Gretta, those Cook, Serve, Delicious robots are a waste of perfectly good 
steel. No Medal End of Day

Chuck Cook, Serve, Delicious makes me want to throw up! No Medal End of Day

Chuck
Gretta, did you know Cook, Serve, Delicious is actually an anagram for “Eviro Look 
Succedesi” which I believe is Latin for “Very Bad Food”. No Medal End of Day

Chuck The sooner Whisk and Cleaver are melted down and turned into bicycles the better No Medal End of Day
Gretta Was that food even legal? No Medal End of Day
Gretta I can smell the food from up here and it STINKS! No Medal End of Day
Gretta At what point does the name Cook, Serve, Delicious become false advertising? No Medal End of Day
Gretta If this is the best Boise has to offer then remind me to steer clear. No Medal End of Day
Gretta The judges didn’t seem to like Cook, Serve, Delicious that time. No Medal End of Day
Gretta Gee, Cook, Serve, Delicious, what a bunch of hosers, eh? No Medal End of Day
Chuck You’ve gotta feel bad for the food judges on that race. No Medal End of Day

Chuck Ooh that was a nasty attack! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck A devastating attack in the combat tunnel! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck Ouch, they’re gonna feel that in the morning! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck Hoo baby, that’s gotta hurt! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck Ouch! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck An impressive attack! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck Oh wow did you see that?! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck I could feel that from here! Food Truck Attacks
Chuck I really do love watching the violence. Food Truck Attacks
Chuck Oh! Right in the kisser! Food Truck Attacks
Gretta Ooh that’s going to trip them up! Food Truck Attacks
Gretta You hate to see it. Food Truck Attacks
Gretta What an attack! Food Truck Attacks
Gretta Wowee! Food Truck Attacks
Gretta That’s really gonna make things tough. Food Truck Attacks
Gretta That’s a tough one to recover from. Food Truck Attacks
Gretta That’s just mean. Food Truck Attacks
Gretta What a violent way to cook. Food Truck Attacks
Gretta They don’t teach you that in culinary school! Food Truck Attacks
Gretta Oh! That was tough to watch. Food Truck Attacks

N/A (Entire Opening Script) Opening Cutscene for ICS
N/A (Quick Finishing Lines- First Place) Ending Podium Scene
N/A (Quick Finishing Lines- Second Place) Ending Podium Scene
N/A (Quick Finishing Lines- Third Place) Ending Podium Scene

Chuck
Did you know Cook, Serve, Delicious is actually an anagram for Delicious, Serve, 
Cook, which is… (off mic) wait a minute...I may have done this wrong. Special Line

Chk/Grta

"And a shout out to Baertaffy, one of the best chefs in the world, who is recovering 
from losing his hands in a tragic waffle iron incident. Get well soon buddy." "Wait 
when did this happen? Hahahahah!" Easter Egg


